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Unhealthy competition between economic actors, and excessive natural resources exploitation without conservation balance became a complicated problem in community. Low quality of education especially in religion and morals became one of the problem cause. Therefore, the existence of islamic boarding school as a educational institution with islamic basis can be expected as a solution of the decreased moral value in this nation. Through the combination between oral and ethics along with religion education in islamic boarding school will give a strong mental training to create a noble and intelligent individual. Furthermore, islamic boarding school with provision of entrepreneur curriculum system can give additional value to the educational institution. Thus this will create an prospective enterpriser whom responsible towards fellow being and environment, and also honest and committed economic actors. Enterpreneur Islamic Boarding School can be a part of an effort to maintain the sustainability of natural and human resources.

Sustainable construction or more known as sustainable architecture, as intended as the objective from Enterpreneur Islamic Boarding School itself reign as a theme permeates every design aspect. Sustainable architecture has three sustainable principle namely nature environment sustainability, social sustainability and economic sustainability. Start over the plan, construction and the utilization stages always accompanied by those three aspects of sustainable consideration. Through the application of sustainable architecture towards the Enterpreneur Islamic Barding School design will earn a environmental and community friendly building, aside giving investment to the owner, user and the surrounding community.